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Abstract

As the focus of interest in HCI research expands, new design approaches are needed. Interaction designers, who have been guiding their endeavors for better user interfaces by the concepts of usability and accessibility, are now having the opportunity to look into faces of usability not yet deeply explored: the affective and emotional ones. As an emerging subject, the need for models that associate emotions and affective quality with human-computer interaction design is still scarce. In this paper, a literature review – and its critical analysis about existing frameworks and models – organizes the state of the art about emotional quality towards the design of learning and educational systems. An experiment performed in the setting of an elementary school illustrates our proposal. From both the review and the experiment, we present the concept of Affectibility as the guiding notion from which the use and design of system-user interaction could be treated. Affectibility refers to the aspects that make the system of good – or bad – affective, emotional and hedonic qualities, potentially evoking certain affective responses in the users.

1. Introduction

As computers and technology evolve, so does the relationship between humans and digital artifacts, bringing new challenges to researchers in the Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) field. The paradigm shifts that follow this evolution goes from the modest concern in adjusting man-machine interaction and fixing specific problems (1st paradigm), passes through the need of accurately modeling human’s actions (2nd paradigm) until the explicit focus on values in design (3rd paradigm) [20]. Indeed, the changing societies and their new ways of interacting with technology are demanding from HCI more focus and attention to human values [41]. The value-centered [19] or value-sensitive design [13] emphasizes human-beings (and their needs and desires) in the design, research and development of technology. In this sense, among the elements that still need to be incorporated into theory and practice of HCI are culture and emotion [6][20].

This is necessary because computer systems are no longer there for the sole purpose of helping us to complete our tasks. Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) are part of our lives and influence the structure of our social liaisons [8].

One of the challenges of the HCI research in the 3rd paradigm is to give support for situated action in the world, profiting from standards that are common in the research from the 1st and 2nd paradigms, but without being limited by those standards.

This work is concerned with the interrelationship of digital artifacts and humans (more specifically, children) in their environment (school, home, neighborhood, etc), considering the constructions (of meaning, liaisons, knowledge, etc) that take place in this environment. This work involves the ecosystem that surrounds children in learning context and it is in most part situated in the 3rd paradigm of HCI research, but still counting on the pragmatic and objective details from the other two paradigms.

More recently, the sense of well-being, as well as the importance of emotional and affective qualities in technological artifacts are being recognized. For Norman [34] affective/emotional issues and usability are complementary to one another and necessary for the creation of good projects. The author defines affect as a more general term that applies to a system of judgments – which can be conscious or unconscious. Emotion, for Norman, is the conscious experience of affect, i.e., it is the affect, after being interpreted and having its cause and object identified.

We share Norman’s understanding of emotions, as well as Boehner et al. [5]’s view of emotion as a social and cultural product. For [5], emotions are collectively created and experienced through interactions. The experience of an emotion is based on cultural and social contexts. For instance, the sensation of being frustrated is grounded on a context that gives meaning to frustration and that determines a response to feeling frustrated (e.g. proud, shame, lack of motivation).

Because emotions prepare, influence and/or motivate actions, they are of significant importance to human behavior, determining, among other things, the way one learns [24][27][36]. Although there are many relevant work developed or in development that cover the areas of design with children, education and learning, emotional/affective qualities of artefacts, and the intersection between each two areas, there is a lack in the investigation of
emotional/affective issues in the design of learning mediated by technology, especially in contexts involving children as target users.

Therefore the study of usability needs to be expanded to include human values, and more specifically, the emotional values experienced within the social settings of educational groups. The objective of this paper is to review the state of the art in emotional and affective research, relating them to the design of technology for educational purposes; results of this study inform about a concept to guide a more affect-sensible design.

This paper extends our previous work [21] and is organized as follows: Section 2 presents some of the existing frameworks and models concerning three main topics: affective and emotional qualities of systems, educational systems, and design for and with children. Section 3 investigates the issue with an activity conducted with children in a real school scenario; Section 4 summarizes the preliminary thoughts towards the concept of Affectibility; and Section 5 concludes.

2. Frameworks and models

In this section we present some models and frameworks found in literature in one or more of the following themes: (1) emotional and affective qualities; (2) learning and education; (3) system interface design for and with children; Figure 1 synthesizes them.

(1) Based on the investigation of data collected from students of an American university, Zhang and Li [44] built an empirical model that relates the Perceived Affective Quality (PAQ), Perceived Usefulness (PU), Perceived Easy of Use (PEOU) and the Behavior Intention (BI) in the use of technology. The results indicate that PAQ has a positive and significant impact on PU and PEOU, but the impact is not direct to BI: the effect on BI is mediated by PU and PEOU. For the authors, the affective reactions – immediate or reflexive – that users have in relation to technology have a positive influence in the cognitive responses that such users have about the use of IT.

As a consequence, PAQ is important in the result of the evaluation of the technology in use, which brings implications to the process of design. Zhang and Li [44] indicate a research challenge not yet well explored: to identify if affective features are universal and can be applied to any technology, or else, if it is necessary to identify the specific affective features that suit specific types (or uses) of IT. The research question that we identify in this scenario is: what are the constructs – if there is any – that may influence the affective quality that users perceive in a system? The importance of this study is related to the premise that such constructs could direct users to higher levels of motivation, by the use of digital artifacts and their interfaces.

(2) In the context of education and learning, Lim [30] proposed a framework that indicates the aspects that should be taken into account when planning the implementation of use of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) in schools. In a socio-cultural approach, Lim bases her study upon concepts from Activity Theory and uses an expanded version of the classical mediational triangle (apud [30]). In Lim’s version of the mediational triangle, the tool (ICT) that used to be limited to the vertices of one user and his object is now expanded to a notion that includes communication and interaction in the social world. Applying this theory to the ecological and concentric circles from Cole and Engeström (apud [30]), the framework proposed by Lim [30] enlarges the individual and isolated approach to a proposal for the study of the group context in which the individuals are immersed.

Indeed the socio-cultural approaches are important, especially in the analysis of emotional and affective aspects. Emotions are constructed and interpreted in their cultural contexts, and they are created and developed in a social environment [5][30]. In this way, the cultural and social aspects, together with the affective issues, should be considered in the study of technology and such a study should be conducted under a socio-technical approach.

(3) Regarding the design for and with children, Barendregt and Bekker [4] show the need of an integrated framework that organizes the usability guidelines for the design of computer games for children. The authors base their work in the theories coming from Norman [34] and propose a framework that focuses on cognitive issues and on physical actions. The contribution of their work could be even more relevant if the emotional and affective issues were treated in the framework.

A model that could represent the intersection between (3) and (1) circles is the one proposed by Zheng et al. [45]. A specific kind of emotion is studied: the surprise. Surprise is seen by the authors as an emotion that stimulates creativity. The Creativity Surprise Model [45] is presented as a guide that collects a methodology for the design of interactive and tangible systems for children. However, the affective quality matters are not explicitly articulated with the emotion of surprise.

![Figure 1. Some models and frameworks from literature](image)
Another model that concerns themes (3) and (1) is the framework proposed by Zaman and Abeele [46]. In the context of design of technology, this model shows how the interaction between basic needs, factors from the context of society and individual characteristics affect the gratifications that children search or wish. From that interaction, the authors identify five constructs – or gratifications: social experiences, challenge and control, fantasy, creative and constructive expressions and body and senses. According to the authors, these gratifications would make products more fun and “likeable” for preschoolers.

In the intersection between circles (1) and (2), we have the proposal from Ip and Kwong [24]. After collecting the emotions considered the most relevant to learning processes, Ip and Kwong developed a computational framework that has the objective of improving the detection of affective states in order to provide dynamic feedback. In this way, the interactivity with the content would be determined by the affective state detected. By capturing the students’ emotions with sensors, the system would be able to provide those students with options so that the students could, for example, return to a state of motivation whenever a state of boredom is detected. Kort et al. [27] present, in a three-axis diagram, a model that relates the phases of learning to emotions. The vertical axis represents Learning. Upward (positive) is the construction of learning, while downwards, the discarding of misconceptions that normally takes place during the learning process. In the horizontal axis are the Emotions: the positive valence is to the right and the negative, to the left. The authors identify certain emotions for each quadrant formed. A third axis would point to a three-dimensional plane, representing the axis of Knowledge. The path of the students around quadrants I, II, III and IV would form a spiral along the knowledge axis. Even though some of the authors of [27] are engaged in the design of systems for children, the model that they proposed in [27] does not include specifications for the design of such systems.

In the combination of the (2) and (3) themes, there are, among others, the proposals from Gelderblom e Kotzé [16], Druin [11], Sluis-Thieschiffer et al. [42], Antle [2] and Melo et al. [32]. A framework with design guidelines is proposed in [16]. In order to compose the list, some elements from psychology and education theories regarding children development were translated into guidelines. More specifically, the theories that originated the list of guidelines are from Piaget, Vygostsky, Case, and Fischer (apud [16]). In her framework, Druin [11] explains the roles played by children in the process of design for technology to support learning: users, testers, informants and design partners. These roles were analyzed under three aspects: the relationship these children have with adults, with technology and with the design activity and design goals. Melo et al. [32] proposed, based on Participatory Design and Organizational Semiotic methods, a model for the process of design with and for children, in the contexts of formal and informal learning. Antle [2] went in a similar direction in her proposal, but focusing in the interaction of children with tangible systems. The author recognizes that successful results should include attention to motivational and affective factors, but she clarifies that such factors were not part of the scope of her framework.

Sluis-Thieschiffer et al. [42] propose a framework to aid designers in choosing the design technique (e.g. games, drawing, prototyping) to be used with children, according to their school year. This framework is based on the theory of multiple intelligences from Gardner [15], and it relates the type of ability that is dominant in the children in a given age with the abilities demanded by each design activity.

Alsmeyer et al. [1] developed an innovative interface (a tangible handheld tool) for the communication of emotions inside the classroom. However, their studies did not include a generalization in the format of a model that would fit the central core of Figure 1. Furtado el al. [14] also came close to this core when they proposed a conceptual framework for the design and evaluation of affective usability in educational systems for geo-simulation. Yet, their work does not include the user’s participation in the design process nor the use of the system by children. Moreover, their proposal is very specific for the context of geo-simulation systems.

Therefore, the central area in Figure 1, empty for now, puts in evidence an opportunity for investigation and reinforces the potential contribution of this paper, which aims at the design concerned with emotional and affective factors of children’s interaction with ICT in the context of learning.

As for methods of assessing affective and emotional responses that digital artifacts may evoke from users in general (usually adults), many authors have proposed different approaches. Boehner et al. [5] see two possible groups into which these approaches can be classified: “informational” and “interactional”. They call “informational” the approaches in which the emotion is seen as a measurable object of study. In this group, the authors include all research methods that intend to provide objective quantification of the emotional responses presented by users in relation to the system. These approaches allow more formal and quantitative results and are common in the field of games. Among the “informational” methods are the proposals based on measurement of biophysiological responses and their automatic translation into words that define the emotions measured (e.g. [26] and [31]).

In a different direction, “interactional” [5] is the perspective under which emotion and affect are dynamically constructed and interpreted by, with and in socio-cultural contexts. These methods value the subjectiveness and richness of different possibilities
of interpretation for the different emotions. Among these methods are those that allow users to freely express and interpret the emotions, without providing translations or computer interpreted information (e.g. [25]).

It is possible to find examples that would fit in between the Boehner’s “interactional” and “informational” methods. These approaches would be those that respect the variety of possible meanings and interpretation of emotions, are aware of the fact that emotion and affect are socio-cultural products, but that still try, in some level, to quantify, register or label the emotions felt. Norman’s texts [34] indicate his agreement with the dynamic and evolutionist construction of emotions (“interactional”) and, at the same time, they suggest that, once the emotions are expressed in the form of human behavior, they are no longer so subjective as the sentiments themselves; i.e., they become rather informative and measurable (“informational”).

Many other studies related to emotional and affective responses can be found. There are, among others, those that explore the identification of emotions (e.g. from a given written text, as in [29]; or from the rhythm of a person’s typing in a keyboard, as in [12]); and their representation (as in [17][40][38][37][39][28] – see Error! Reference source not found.). Yet, none of these proposals consider the specificities that the constructs related to learning experiences or design with children might involve.

3. Preliminary investigation of emotional responses of children

The missing core that was exposed in Section 2 (illustrated by the empty center of Figure 1) is being addressed in the context of the multidisciplinary research project “Projeto XO na Escola e For a Dela” (Project XO in and outside the schools), involving the co-construction of a model for the implantation of low cost laptops in a fundamental school in Campinas City, São Paulo State, Brazil. The project counts on the participation of a group of more than 500 people, comprehending students (ranging from 6 to 15 years old), teachers and the school community – which includes other employees from the school, parents, family and neighbors. The immersion of the research team within the target users scenario is moving us to a better understanding of some of the emotional and affective issues that might take place in the learning context, directing us to the development of solutions for the design of systems’ interfaces that would contribute to filling the gap that has been pointed out in the last section.

The digital artifact used in the above mentioned project is the OLPC (One Laptop Per Child) XO laptop [35]. Teachers and students from this public school are now experiencing the use of these laptops in their daily activities. These laptops, not only have wireless to connect to the internet, but they are also connected in a mesh network, which encourages collaborative work. The technological environment available for these laptops represents a rich field for exploring the idea of expressing emotion in and through the system. One example that is being considered is the development of a simple file management system, to be designed for and with the school community. This application should manage not only the files (e.g. pictures, text, videos) shared by teachers and students, but also the representation of emotions felt during the activities when these files were produced. Students would have the opportunity (but not the obligation) to ponder and share their emotional and affective states. While students will become more aware of their own feelings, teachers could monitor the states of the entire group throughout the semesters and might even compare the results of the use of different educational approaches.

Periodically, researchers meet with teachers, students and other school’s employees in workshops to share the experiences they had with the laptops and plan conjoint actions.
To make the most of this preliminary stage of the Project, we wanted to observe the emotional relation the children first establish with the XO. For that, we ran the Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM) pictographic questionnaire (Figures 2d and 3a), from [28]. Our goal was to capture the affective response of these children towards the use of the laptop, during this phase of the project.

3.1 Participants, method and material

An online version of SAM was designed and the children who took part in the activity (174 students) answered the questionnaire using their laptops. These students’ age ranged from 6 to 11 years old and they belonged to eight different classrooms from the Elementary School.

Thirty XO laptops were prepared in a room, with the internet browsers already opened and displaying an empty SAM form. Each group was brought into the room in turns and, after brief explanation, they were given a few minutes to answer the online form. Although each child was able to take a look at his neighbor’s answers, they were not asked to discuss their votes with their colleagues prior to submitting their opinions.

It took one morning to have the eight groups answered the questionnaire. The results gathered at the online spreadsheet were coded (according to Figure 3b) and analyzed. In general, it seems that the XO laptop is being very well accepted by the students, as the results show positive numbers. Figure 3 illustrates the percentage of choices from each dimension. This graph shows that even though some children are not (yet) totally familiar with the laptop (only 69% chose the maximum score 9 for the laptop XO at the dominance level), they enjoy using it (93% rated 9 at the valence level).

This activity was an initial step to approach the subject in a real scenario of a Brazilian public school where the laptops are being introduced in children’s practice; it is worth mentioning that this represents the first and, in many cases, only opportunity these children are experiencing regarding technology.

3.2. Results

After the activity, the results gathered at the online spreadsheet were coded (according to Figure 3b) and analyzed. In general, it seems that the XO laptop is being very well accepted by the students, as the results show positive numbers. Figure 3 illustrates the percentage of choices from each dimension. This graph shows that even though some children are not (yet) totally familiar with the laptop (only 69% chose the maximum score 9 for the laptop XO at the dominance level), they enjoy using it (93% rated 9 at the valence level).

This activity was an initial step to approach the subject in a real scenario of a Brazilian public school where the laptops are being introduced in children’s practice; it is worth mentioning that this represents the first and, in many cases, only opportunity these children are experiencing regarding technology.
This attempt to assess the affective and emotional responses of users towards the laptop is only part of our endeavor to investigate the relationships between the design, users and artefacts. The design for systems that is concerned with affective, emotional and hedonic qualities of interaction might include evaluations of responses such as the one we performed in this activity, but there are other aspects that should also be considered. The entire picture that includes this attempt and other constructs is presented in the next section.

4. Towards an Affectibility Framework

In the broader context in which all these frameworks (i.e. from Section 2) and activities are immersed lies the concept of Affectibility. We are defining Affectibility as an aspect of usability related to the characteristics of an artifact that may evoke emotional and affective states in those who interact with that artifact.

Hoonhout [23] used the word Affectability as the wording for “affective product qualities”, as he defines in a footnote in [23], while discussing about the design of products that are intended to be fun. Although the entries “affectability” and “affectibility” were not found in more traditional dictionaries like Oxford, MerriamWebster or American Heritage, popular online dictionaries present some definitions. The Dictionary.com [10] defined “affectability” as related to the verb “to affect” and “affectibility” as “the quality or state of being affectible”.

The concept of Affectibility is suggested here as a guiding notion from which the use and the design of system-user interaction could be handled. It goes further than the term Affectability proposed by Hoonhout [23], which considers mainly the fun facet (the hedonic qualities) of the matter. It is worth noticing the difference in the composition of the words, as the word affectability, with an “a”, might suggest the ability to affect (produce an effect on) something. We define Affectibility as the subjective measure that denotes the capacity of an artifact to evoke users’ varying degrees of emotional and affective responses during the use of such artifact (e.g. software, computer, handheld). It also includes the hedonic qualities of the artifact – but it is not limited to that. While Likeability is mainly concerned with the design and evaluation of applications that are aimed to be fun [46], Affectibility is related to the design and evaluation of digital artefacts focusing on general qualities of emotional responses.

Similarly to the concepts of Learnability and Playability, Affectibility refers to the aspects that make the system of good – or bad – affective, emotional and hedonic qualities, potentially evoking certain affective responses in the users. It is important to study aspects of Affectibility, as in the context of children’s education; they might bring impacts on their learning processes.

Like Usability, Affectibility is a characteristic of the artifact (relative to a user) and not a characteristic of the user (i.e. in an Affectibility Evaluation, the object under evaluation is the artifact and not the users and their affective states). The nature of this quality may vary depending on the purpose of the artefact. For example, for a sci-fi educational game application, the raising of arousal and tension levels in the user might be a positive aspect. Moreover, the context of use (socio-cultural aspects) may also have influence in this valence. As mentioned before, the way people interpret and understand the emotions is constructed in the society they live. This means that, for a computer system to be considered of good or bad Affectibility, a myriad of factors need to be considered. Therefore, when aiming at specific affective responses to be evoked by the interaction with a digital artifact, the designer should take into account not only the context of use, but also the subjective processes (e.g. cognitive, emotional) from diverse users. How affective states are interpreted is an example of a question to be investigated in this model. This relationship between the artifact and the users is represented in the right side of Figure 5.

![Figure 4. Proposed Affectibility Model for the design of computational systems](image-url)

Figure 5 illustrates our first approach in the direction of an Affectibility Framework for the design of digital artifacts. The design of such artifacts (represented in the left side of the figure) is an iterative process. Principles and guidelines are needed to direct the design for Affectibility. Due to its subjective nature, the design for Affectibility might demand rather heuristic methods then fixed algorithmic rules or specific guides. The same is valid for the affectibility evaluation.

These processes (design and evaluation) should try to answer questions such as: How can the desired affective state be evoked in the users by interacting with the system-user interface elements? How could the users’ emotional responses be made explicit in order to evaluate the Affectibility of the system?

The activity presented in Section 3 is only one of the possible practices that could be performed in the sense of evaluating the Affectibility of an artefact. Other approaches and methods need to be tried.
and/or combined, not only to evaluate the system but also in order to better understand the constructs involved that determine how users are likely to respond to the system.

“Users” is stated in the plural as, especially among children, the opinion of the group might exert an important role in the opinion of the individual while interacting together, impacting in their responses towards the system. It also indicates the collective aspect of the creation of emotions.

Effective users’ participation throughout the entire design process allows for results that make more sense to them, as reported in previous work [33]. During the process of design, the users that participate on it have the opportunity to learn about their emotions and reflect on the way they react or manage their responses.

Theoretical and methodological grounding. The center of Figure 5 depicts the core of the model: a system of theories and methods that forms the basis and connects the other elements of the model. Here we include Norman’s propositions on emotions [34] and the “interactional”, “informational” [5], and in between approaches – described in Section 2 – for eliciting and measuring users emotions.

As pointed out in Section 2, it is necessary to consider the social and cultural contexts when applying the use of ICT in schools, especially in the design of systems involving the awareness of emotional and affective states by the students. In this sense, the methodology involved in Semio-Participatory workshops [3][33] is applied in this model, as they enable designers to be immersed in the broader context of use and allow participants to be deeply involved in the entire process. Other investigations have shown that these methods are sound and appropriate for this purpose [32][43].

Emotional and affective design guidelines. As mentioned before, due to the unique and individualized characteristics of emotion and affect manifestations, the principles to support the interaction design for Affectibility should be composed of rather heuristic strategies. Not only that, the guidelines should be constructed together with each target group of users in order to provide results that make sense to them. The system of methods described in the previous paragraph offers tools to allow the collective construction needed. Some basic invariants that could be applied in diverse scenarios can be found, and the proposal of such set of guidelines is in the scope of our ongoing work.

Emotional and affective evaluation guidelines. An iterative design process calls for constant evaluation of the digital artifact being constructed. But not only designers are responsible for the artifact’s evaluation. Final users are also constantly providing feedback about their emotional response during the use of the resulting systems. The model presented in Figure 5 illustrates the relation with the digital artifact from both sides: designers and users, as they meet to form the principles for the evaluation of affectibility. This flow should allow the artifact to evolve together with the users. It is necessary to investigate how the approaches described in Section 2 might be adapted or combined to be used as methods for evaluating the digital artifact in the scenario specified in this work.

Interpretation and learning contexts, and subjective processes. Users’ affective and emotional responses towards the use of the artifact are the result of subjective processes. Similarly, the way users interpret others’ emotions are also particular and may vary from culture to culture. In this sense, if the artifact should allow users to represent their affective states, then proper concern should be given to avoid misunderstandings among different users, especially in the cases where a system is expected to be used world widely. This is one example of an issue to be pondered while describing principles for the design concerned with Affectibility. Regarding the relationship of users with the design process, when actively participating in the design activities, users learn with the system and with designers. The impact that the design processes have on children are often neglected [18]. Moreover, users also provide emotional feedback during the design activities and this data should not be overlooked by designers, as they might influence or be useful to the results.

The proposed Affectibility model aggregates the concerns that we have pointed out. The complete group of principles and guidelines resulting from the model might contribute to the improvement of digital educational artifacts’ usability.

5. Conclusion

The emotional and affective design of computational artifacts brings many challenges to the study of Human-Computer Interaction. The literature review on existing models and frameworks has put in evidence new opportunities for investigation.

The identification and evaluation of affective quality in computer systems, as well as the interpretation of users’ emotional response towards the interaction with the system are challenges that have not yet been deeply investigated, especially in the context that could most profit from this knowledge: the context of children learning and interacting with the use of technology.

As the starting point in this investigation, we proposed a concept to enrich and broaden the scope of Usability - the Affectibility, raising its foundations and showing preliminary results of exploring the subject in a real scenario. The overall result of the activity indicates that it is possible to objectively express the rather subjective emotional responses raised by digital artifacts. This possibility may inform the development of guidelines for evaluating systems designed for/in educational contexts – as part of an Affectibility framework.
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